How to get to Schloss Freudenfels

Getting there by car

From Zurich / Basel / Berne
- Take the Zurich-Winterthur-Frauenfeld motorway
- Leave the motorway at the Frauenfeld-West exit and turn left
- At the roundabout, take the exit marked Stein am Rhein
- At the crossroads outside of Weiningen turn right towards Herdern / Stein am Rhein
- In Herdern, take the first left towards Stein am Rhein / Kalchrain / Bornhausen
- Continue until reaching the Klingenzell / Schloss Freudenfels turn-off on the right

From St. Gallen
- Take the St. Gallen-Winterthur motorway
- Leave the motorway at the Attikon exit and turn right onto the Winterthur-Kreuzlingen motorway
- Leave the motorway at the Frauenfeld-West exit and turn left
- At the roundabout, take the exit marked Stein am Rhein
- At the crossroads outside of Weiningen turn right towards Herdern / Stein am Rhein
- In Herdern, take the first left towards Stein am Rhein / Kalchrain / Bornhausen
- Continue until reaching the Klingenzell / Schloss Freudenfels turn-off on the right

From Singen (Germany)
- Take the Stuttgart-Singen motorway (A 81)
- Leave the motorway at the exit for Singen / Rielasingen-Worblingen / Ramsen (41)
- Cross the border in Ramsen
- Follow the main road as far as Hemishofen and cross the bridge
- Turn left towards Frauenfeld / Kreuzlingen
- Follow the main road as far as Eschenz
- In Eschenz turn right towards Frauenfeld / Klingenzell
- Continue along the main road for around 1 km
- Turn left towards Klingenzell / Schloss Freudenfels

Should your navigation system not locate the street, please enter the following coordinates: N 47° 38. 307 / E 008° 53. 332

Getting there by public transport

Electronic timetable: www.sbb.ch
Take the fast train to Frauenfeld or Stein am Rhein and take a taxi to the castle.